
eigenvalues for K0 and Kn+1, as compared with four for all other

The two values KOP and — K$P forming a complex wavepair
were already shown1 to represent a forward and a backward
wave, respectively. It should be noted that, for lossless media
(e,- and (A; real), eqn. 9 represents a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of such a wavepair. If small losses
are introduced, one expects from analytic considerations that
a wavepair would still ' be present so that, if KOp is an
eigenvalue, then KQP = — KQP + A/C is also an eigenvalue with
\AK/KOP\ <g 1.

Although the above results were derived for stratified
isotropic configurations, the presence of complex wavepairs
occurs also in more general cases which include gyrotropic
media, cylindrical geometries, etc. The extension of the
results to these more general cases is presently being carried
out.

The circuit used represents a slight modification of that of
Rao16 and is shown in Fig. 1; component designation is as
in Reference 16. It contains 12 low-value resistors, 1 diode,
7 n-p-n transistors and 2 low-current lateral p-n-p transistors
on a 0 065 x 0-087 in2 die (undoubtedly, very much smaller

T. TAM1R 3rd April 1967
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INTEGRATED DIRECT-COUPLED
GYRATOR*

An integrated gyrator is described. The device uses 1 diode,
12 resistors and 9 transistors, two of which are lateral p-n-p.
Experimental results on gyration resistance, input impedance
and resonant-circuit Q factor show excellent agreement with
theory.

Integrated circuits present one of the most attractive
approaches for the realisation of low-cost, high-performance
gyrators of small enough size that they can be treated as
individual components. Like any other circuit, the integrated
gyrator must be designed with components producible by
integrated-circuit processes. This restriction does not prevent
a high-performance circuit from being integrated if the circuit
is designed to fully utilise the many inherent advantages offered
by integrated circuits. Besides small size, the chief advantages
include good component matching, good thermal tracking of
all components and a liberal availability of active devices.

To show the feasibility of fully integrating a gyrator, a
simple direct-coupled gyrator circuit was designed and
integrated using a diffusion process comparable to that used
in the mass production of today's commercial integrated
circuits. The 0-5 x 10~3in masking tolerance of the circuit
is much looser than that of the present industry standard;
therefore, producibility of the circuit is unquestionable.

Numerous transistorised gyrator circuits proposed pre-
viously, though generally of high performance, contain one
or more of the following characteristics, which make them
difficult to be fully integrated inexpensively using present-
day integrated-circuit technology: (a) m.o.s., p-n-p and
n-p-n transistors in the circuit,1 (p) coupling capacitors or
high-quality p-n-p and n-p-n transistors, or both2' 3- 4'5,
(c) negative resistors or n.i.c.s6>7>8>9'10, (d) high operating
supply voltages and power dissipation11 and (e) high com-
plexity.12. 13.14-15

* Preparation of the manuscript was supported! n part by the US Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Contract F44620-67-C-0001 and by the US
Office of Naval Research Contract Nonr-225 (83)
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Fig. 1 Scheme of integrated gyrator

gyrators can be integrated, but no attempt was made to
minimise the die dimensions, as the Stanford step and repeat
equipment is only capable of making a fixed size). To allow
for further experimentation, such as time variation, there are
12 access points on the chip, as shown in Fig. 1. The
dashed lines are (externally) connected for normal operation,
but, for example, variable resistors can be placed between
points 10-11 and 5-12 if lines 1-10 and 4-5 are opened; of
course, all dashed leads could have been directly integrated.
The circuit consists of two crosscoupled voltage-controlled
current sources, one of which has its output current in phase
with the input; the other has its output 180° out of phase
with its input voltage. The high output impedance of the
current source is normally achieved by a p-n-p and an n-p-n
transistor connected in a push-pull arrangement. Since high-
quality floating p-n-p transistors are difficult to make in an
integrated circuit without using additional diffusion steps, a
lateral p-n-p transistor17 was compounded with an n-p-n
transistor to replace the p-n-p transistor. This occurs at
transistor pairs T3-T9 and T7-T10; a buried layer is used to
reduce the current drained through the resultant (parasitic)
substrate p-n-p transistor by decreasing carrier lifetime in its
base.

The fabrication of the lateral p-n-p transistors does not
require additional processing; they are made simultaneously
with the n-p-n transistors. The p-n-p basewidths, which
have direct effect on their hFE, are easily maintained to
within ±20% of the nominal values. The lateral p-n-p
transistors have hFE approximately equal to unity when
operating at collector currents below 500JUA, while the n-p-n
transistors have an hFE of approximately 80. When com-
pounded with an n-p-n transistor, the resulting p-n-p
transistor has an equivalent hFE of

nFEequiv = nFE lat pnpQ- + nFEnpn)

It is seen that when the hFE of the lateral p-n-p is close to
unity, the hFE of the equivalent p-n-p is very close to the hFE
of the n-p-n transistor. Consequently the T3-T9 and T Y - T ^
combinations are, respectively, matched with T4 and T8 to
obtain desirable symmetrical current sources. Other com-
ponent matchings were achieved by carefully positioning and
dimensioning the critical components.

The diffusion process parameters are as follows: substrate
resistivity = l-5Qcm, buried layer sheet resistivity = 20Q,
epitaxial resistivity = 0-5Qcm, epitaxial thickness = 6-2fxm,
base sheet resistivity = 125C1, base diffusion depth = 1 -Sfjun,
emitter sheet resistivity = 3 Q, emitter diffusion depth = 1 /xm.
The design is such that normally the gyration resistance RG
is given by RG — Ra = R-b = 3k£); for matching purposes,
all resistors in the layout are identical and of nominal size
l-5kD.

The circuit is well compensated for temperature and supply-
voltage variations. Measurements showed that RG remained
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essentially constant for supply voltages Vo varying from
4V to 8 V. Without using external components, the design
target value for RG is 3kQ ±20%. As the measured d.c.
characteristics of Table 1 show, the RG obtained were well
within expectation. Table 1 also shows that RG increased by
5-5% when the temperature was raised from 25°C to 100°C.
This is entirely due to the positive temperature coefficients of
Ra and Rb. The layout of the circuit is such that Ra and Rb
may be completely bypassed, and more stable resistors may
be connected externally to the gyrator to obtain higher
temperature stability and variable gyration resistances. The
gyrator may also be made active by choosing Ra ̂  Rb.

The gyrator is very well suited for the conversion of cap-
citors to inductors. When loaded at port 1 in a capacitor
CB, an equivalent inductance LequiV {= RG CB) is seen at port 2.
By measuring the bandwidth 38 and resonant frequency OJ0
of the frequency response, when loaded at port 2 in a variable
CA and fed with a current source (1-5MD resistor in series
with a signal generator), the measured Q (= <o0f&) (Reference
18, p. 355) was obtained for Fig. 2A; the maximum Q factor

140

10J

frequency, kHz

Fig. 2A Measured Q factor against frequency
a CB = 0-47(iF; equivalent inductance = 4-9H
b CB = 0-01 nF; equivalent inductance = 0- 1H
c CB= 1200pF; equivalent inductance = 0-013H

occurs at u>max = \fRGCB = \ly/(R&CBCA) (Reference 19,
Fig. 3), or at CA = CB, which was checked experimentally. The
circuit was stable at frequencies below 65kHz, with measured
equivalent inductances very close to estimated values. When
the circuit was lightly loaded, it became oscillatory at fre-
quencies above 65 kHz. When shunted with a lOOkQ resistor,

the circuit maintained stable operation at 100kHz; as ex-
pected, the shunt resistance drastically reduced the effective
Q factor. It should be observed that, when one port is loaded
with a capacitor, the d.c. offset voltage is less than lOOmV.
The gyrator behaved identically when the ports were inter-
changed.

In summary, an integrated direct-coupled gyrator has been
described; a photomicrograph is shown in Fig. 2B. Coupled

Fig. 2B Photomicrograph of integrated gyrator

with recent results on gyrator i?Cfilters,20>21 this shows the
practical possibility of integrated filters and other devices; for
example, delay lines,22 mixers23 and tunable structures.24

Further work on such integrated components is continuing,
and it is hoped to report on these, on high-frequency behaviour
of the gyrator and on the properties of integrated time-
variable gyrators in the future.

Table 1 MEASURED PARAMETERS

Unit 1

Unit 2

Supply voltages, Ko = 5V

Zin port 1

Port 2
open

50Q

40Q

Port 2
earthed

208 kQ

250kQ

Zin port 2

Port 1
open

40Q

43Q

Port 1
earthed

200 kQ

200 kQ

Open-circuit offset voltage

Port 1

-60mV

-20mV

Port 2

98 mV

76mV

Unit 1

Unit 2

Supply voltages, Vo = 5 V

Gyration resistance Rg
(design RQ = 3kO)

25° C

316kQ

3-23kQ

50°C

3-24kQ

3-24kQ

100°C

3-33kQ

3-37kQ

Linear dynamic range

Voltage

±2-5V

±2-4V

Current

±0-9mA

±0-85mA
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ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION OF OBLIQUE
WAVES IN INHOMOGENEOUS
VERTICALLY MAGNETISED PLASMA*

A method for finding higher-order asymptotic solutions, as
compared with the well known WKBJ approximation, is given
for oblique electromagnetic waves in an inhomogeneous
anisotropic plasma with a vertical magnetostatic field.

One of the most important methods of solving the problem
of oblique incidence of waves on a layer of magnetoplasma
are the WKBJ solutions, which have been used by Clemmow
and Heading1 and Budden and Clemmow2 for the solution
of first-order coupled equations by a successive-approxima-
tion method. The WKBJ solution is usually recognised as a

* The research reported here was supported in part by the US National Science
Foundation
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first approximation of an asymptotic solution. However, the
procedure of finding higher-order asymptotic solutions is
found to be either inadequate or rather involved. Recently, a
simpler procedure of finding higher-order solutions as
correction terms to the WKBJ solution has been suggested3'4

for the case of an isotropic layer of plasma. The aim of the
present letter is to apply this procedure to the solution of the
fourth-order differential equations governing the oblique
propagation of waves in an inhomogeneous plasma with
imposed vertical static magnetic field.

Starting from Maxwell's equations one could obtain5 the
general wave equation for a plasma medium:

(1)(y.E) +
OXj

where one defines

k = cD-s/Qie) = w/c = free-space wave number

€U(z, k) = complex permittivity tensor

Eqn. 1 has a solution of the type

E(r) = F(z) e-ikPy ( 2 ) (2)

corresponding to waves with normals in the yz plane, where
p = sin 6j and ~d/~bx = 0. Assuming the static magnetic field
H0(z) in the z direction, and substituting eqn. 2 into eqn. 1,
one obtains two second-order coupled equations after
eliminating Fz:

d2Fx

dz2 (3fl)

= 0 . (3b)

where one defines:5'6

1

^ - P 2

exx(z, k) = 1 -

eyy(z, k) = 1 -

XU

U2 - Y2

XU2

U(U2 - Y2)

ezz(z, k) = \ - X

exy(z, k) = — eyx(z, k) = U2 - Y2

and r = / z = ——; X = — - — ^ = —-pi— > U = i — iZ.
k2

e2

eowe2'

Eqns. 3 could be combined give a fourth-order differential
equation for Fy and Fx as follows7:

<x(z,k)Fm + P(z,k)Fn

8{z,k)F = 0 . (4)

where F = Fx or F = Fy, and one has7

a(z,k) = ao(z) + Ja_,(z) + ^ + . . .

+ +
82k

2

+
+ S0(z)

+

Asymptotic solutions will be found below for Fy only using
eqn. 4, and the procedure can be repeated to solve for Fx.

Assuming a solution in the form

(5a)
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